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advancement Gradual improvement or growth or development.
Their lives were devoted to the advancement of science.

briskly In an active, quick, or energetic way.
She walked briskly into the building.

complicated Involving complications.
A complicated stereo system.

deactivation The act of deactivating or making ineffective (as a bomb.

developmental
Concerned with ontogenetic development, especially embryonic
development in animals.
Developmental problems.

discussion An exchange of views on some topic.
Discussions about environmental improvement.

expedite Process fast and efficiently.
This should expedite the process.

formality The rigid observance of convention or etiquette.
Promotion looks a formality.

formative A formative element.
A formative experience.

forwarding Involving sending a letter or email on to a further destination.
The forwarding of resumes to the personnel department.

furtherance
The advancement of a scheme or interest.
The court held that the union s acts were not in furtherance of a trade
dispute.

humanization The act of making more human.

logistics
The commercial activity of transporting goods to customers.
Our fleet vehicle management system enables logistics firms to track
deliveries using satellite technology.
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minded (used in combination) mentally oriented toward something specified.
Career minded.

ongoing Currently happening.
Ongoing negotiations.

procedural
A television series, film, or novel characterized by detailed, realistic
treatment of professional procedures, especially police procedures.
He dons a stethoscope as a brilliant doctor in this gem of a medical
procedural.

procedure
A particular course of action intended to achieve a result.
The standard procedure for informing new employees about conditions of
work.

proceed Move forward.
Opposite the front door was a staircase which I proceeded to climb.

progress Cause a task or undertaking to make progress.
Work on the pond is progressing.

progression A series with a definite pattern of advance.
A blues progression.

promotion
The publicizing of a product, organization, or venture so as to increase
sales or public awareness.
A promotion to Sales Director.

protocol
The official procedure or system of rules governing affairs of state or
diplomatic occasions.
The low doses of morphine recommended in the protocol.

psychologist A scientist trained in psychology.
A sports psychologist.

specification
An act of identifying something precisely or of stating a precise
requirement.
One of the telescope s mirrors had been manufactured to incorrect
specifications.

stage
Diagnose or classify a disease or patient as having reached a particular
stage in the expected progression of the disease.
Britain is playing a leading role on the international stage.

step A stepladder.
He heard footsteps on the porch.

think An instance of deliberate thinking.
Any writer who so rarely produces a book is not thinking deep thoughts.
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transfer
A small coloured picture or design on paper which can be transferred to
another surface by being pressed or heated.
I transferred my stock holdings to my children.

transitional
Of or denoting the last stage of Romanesque style, in which Gothic
elements begin to appear.
A transitional government was appointed.

undeterred
Not deterred.
Pursued his own path undeterred by lack of popular appreciation and
understanding.
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